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October 1, 2010 /

RE: Comments concerning the proposed issuance of rules and regulations 10 CFR Part 37;
Docket ID NRC-2010-0194

We are submitting comments concerning the proposed issuance of rules and regulations 10 CFR
Part 37. It is clear these new rules and regulations are written with the intent to regulate large
corporations and power plant facilities. However, from the perspective of a small company these
new rulings will create extreme hardship and place an untenable burden on our ability and the
ability of other smaller companies to do business.

In reference to the new background checks (Part 37.25 (6)), the paperwork, time expended, and
cost to perform the background checks will be enormous for a small business. We strongly
object to the use of credit checks as part of deeming an employee trustworthy and reliable. In the
current economic environment, using a credit history evaluation could reflect an inaccurate and
erroneous assessment of a person's T&R status. It is an unnecessary invasion of privacy and
could remove from employment consideration very competent, skilled workers. Credit history
checks should not be used and should be removed completely from this section.
We do agree that licensees should be allowed more flexibility to conduct background reviews.

In reference to 1OCFR37.1 Subpart C, our comments and concerns are also based on the burden
being placed on the small businesses. We are a neutron source manufacturing company. Our
daily business depends on the ability to not collocate or aggregate our radioactive material. We
follow a well established safety and security plan. To remain below the quantity of concern limit,
we manage our radioactive material through quantity control and physical separation of material
not in use at any one time. If we are required to aggregate all of our material - which includes
the standard, returned sources, sources packed and ready to ship, cell waste (cell sweep, dust,
chips), plus isotope material - we will continuously be above the quantity of concern limit.
The additional requirements would be a significant economic hardship on any company. The
expense would far exceed the estimated one time cost to develop and implement the proposed
regulations.

We appreciate the opportunity to comment to these proposed rule changes.

Treva L. Janzow
President / RSO
Frontier Technology Corporation
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